
PHASES I AND II: A LOOK BACKWARD

By LAWRENCE F. DOPPELT*

Born in chaos, reared in complexity, and matured in confusion,
Phases I and II of the wage and price control guidelines' can be all
things to all men. There has been considerable dispute as to the effec-
tiveness of the controls, and "almost any assertion can be proved-all
the way from inflation-got-much-worse, to inflation-was-practically-
eliminated-depending upon the time periods that are used to back up
the assertion."'

Phase III has now buried Phases I and 11,i to which most business
and labor leaders have said "amen," although certain economists have
had their reservations,4 and it should be frankly admitted that this arti-
cle sides with such business and labor leaders. However, both the good
and the bad of the controls may be profitably reviewed at this time, it
being noted that the emphasis herein is concededly on the bad.

THE GOOD

The case for the salutary effects of the wage controls may be easily
summarized: cost-of-living and contract wage and fringe benefit pack-
ages have decreased. And this is quite true. During the seven months
before controls,' the consumer price index rose at the rate of 3.8 per
cent; during Phases I and 11,6 on the other hand, the consumer price
index rose at the lower level of 3.2 per cent.7 Further, during the eleven
months preceding Phase 11,8 negotiated wage increases for manufactur-
ing plants averaged 27.1 cents per hour. For a comparable period during
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I. Phase I was enacted by Exec. Order No. 11,615, 36 Fed. Reg. 15127 (1971), and modified
by Exec. Order No. 11,627, 36 Fed. Reg. 20139 (1971) pursuant to the Economic Stabilization
Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 9-379, 84 Stat. 799. Phase II was effectuated pursuant to the same act,
and is set forth in 6 C.F.R. § 1.101 (1972). Only the wage guidelines are discussed herein. It is
not the intent of this article to set forth the substance of the laws: such knowledge on the readers'
part is assumed.

2. N.Y. Times, Jan. 12, 1973, § C at 14, col. I.
3. As of Jan. 11, 1973, pursuant to Exec. Order No. 11,695, 38 Fed. Reg. 1473 (1973).
4. Wall Street Journal, Jan. 12, 1973, at 2, col. 2.
5. From Dec. 1970 through Aug. 1971.
6. From Aug. 1971 through Nov. 1972.
7. N.Y. Times, Jan. 12, 1973, § C, at 14, col. 3.
8. Jan. I, 1971 through Nov. 20, 1971.
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Phase I I,' negotiated manufacturing plant increases averaged 21.3 cents
per hour, down almost 6 cents per hour.'"

Thus, based on the above figures, a case can be made out that Phases
I and 1I were successful. Cost-of-living and contract packages were
down during the control period.

THE BAD

Having noted the foregoing, now for some facts showing that Phases
I and II were not as valuable as they seem at first glance.

During July, 1972, the last month before the Phase I wage freeze, the
consumer price index rose at a seasonably adjusted annualized rate of
2.4 per cent." This was a lower rise than the 3.2 per cent which occurred
under the controls. A firm suspicion is thus raised that inflation was
already slowing by the time the controls were installed, and that the
controls were not a major factor in reducing the inflationary rate.

Moreover, the wholesale price index, which frequently affects the
consumer price index, actually rose at a faster rate during the control
period than during the pre-control period. In December, 1972, during
Phase II, the wholesale price index was up 6.5 per cent from the prior
year; this compares with substantially lower year-to-year gains of 4.0
per cent in December, 1971, and 2.3 per cent in December, 19701I when
no controls were in effect. Indeed, in December, 1972, the last full
month of controls, wholesale prices rose at a 1.8 per cent level, the
largest increase since 1951, and well above the pre-control period. 3

Thus, as shown supra, the consumer price index and negotiated wage
increases, although slowed, increased at a clearly inflationary rate dur-
ing the control period. And the rate of increases under the wholesale
price index actually went up. Further, as of December 8, 1972, average
hourly earnings of all employees was 6.9 per cent above the preceding
year when controls were in effect." This was clearly an inflationary rate
of increase which, significantly, outpaced the control guideline of 5.5 per
cent for wage increases.

Accordingly, a serious question arises as to the actual effect of the

9. Jan. 1, 1972 through Nov. 20, 1972.
10. 1 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS AND CONTRACTS 19: 7223 (1972) [hereinafter

cited as C.B.N.C.].
II. Actual increase was 2.9 per cent. I C.B.N.C. 10:142 (1972).
12. 6 BNA DAILY LABOR REPORTS B-I (Jan. 9, 1973) [hereinafter cited as D.L.R.].
13. Id.
14. 238 D.L.R. B-21 (Dec. 8, 1972). The figure cited is for wages only, and does not include

fringe benefit increases.
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PHASE I AND II

wage controls in fighting inflation and holding down prices. In fact, pre-
control inflation seems to have been replaced by control inflation.

The Pay Board, which oversaw Phases I and II, itself contributed to
the inflationary conditions thereunder. While it claimed to hold in-
creases which came before it to from 5.0 per cent to 5.2 per cent," it
approved a host of increases well above its own guidelines, and these
increases received an amount of publicity which precluded lowering
employee expectations in the manner anticipated. The following are just
some of the increases approved by the Pay Board which show how the
Board exceeded its own 5.5 per cent guideline:

a. 13.2 per cent in wages plus 2.4 per cent in benefits for United
Mine Workers in the anthracite coal industry; 6

b. 13.8 per cent in pay for United Steelworkers of America mem-
bers at American Smelting and Refining; 7

c. 15.3 per cent increase for the Communications Workers of Amer-
ica members employed by New York Telephone Company;'"

d. 14.3 per cent increase for United Steelworkers of America at
GATX; 9

e. 13.0 per cent increase for Bookbinders Union members in Buf-
falo, New York; 0

f. 9.4 per cent in increases for United Steelworkers of America and
United Automobile of America workers at Anaconda American Brass;2'

g. 38 cents per hour in wages plus fringe benefits for International
Association of Machinists workers at Chase Brass & Copper;22

h. 8.0 to 11.0 per cent increases for craft union and editorial em-
ployees of four New York City newspapers.2 3

Many other increases approved by the Pay Board under Phase II
likewise significantly exceeded the control guidelines. 4 With such in-
creases being approved by the Pay Board, it is no wonder that manage-
ment, labor and especially employees did not give full faith and credit
to the Phase 1I controls.

In evaluating the importance of the foregoing data, it is important to

15. 227 D.L.R. F-I (Nov. 22, 1972).
16. 162 D.L.R. A-7 (Aug. 18, 1972).
17. 227 D.L.R. A-4 (Nov. 22, 1972).
18. 81 D.L.R. A-14 (Apr. 25, 1972).
19. 203 D.L.R. A-5 (Oct. 18, 1972).
20. 126 D.L.R. A-13 (June 28, 1972).
21. 227 D.L.R. A-5 (Nov. 22, 1972).
22. 223 D.L.R. A-5 (Nov. 16, 1972).
23. 222 D.L.R. AA-4 (Nov. 14, 1972).
24. See II CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 7241 (1972).
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remember that in the field of labor relations, inflationary pressures are
due in large measure to psychological factors. Unions, through their
membership, negotiate contracts based on how they view the future and
on employee expectations. As employees hear of high increases, espe-
cially when approved by the Pay Board, they assume inflation is con-
tinuing, and their expectations rise accordingly.

THE CHAOS

When Phase I was first introduced it was a bombshell to those in the
labor relations field. And the government, to say the least, did nothing
to ease the shock. There were no open hearings, no pre-published regula-
tions or rules, no legislative history, no debates, and there was little hint
of what was to come. This may make for good politics, and, perhaps,
good economics, but it makes for poor legal interpretation and represen-
tation.

Thus, due to the lack of advance preparation, for weeks after Phase
I was effectuated the substance and interpretations thereof were based
on what one read in the newspapers, especially the New York Times and
Wall Street Journal. Government-issued questions and answers, which
were found in the newspapers, were generally tenuous and frequently
contradictory. Off-the-cuff newspaper interpretations, rendered in
broad journalese, became the "law" for practitioners in the field. Law-
yers scanned the newspapers to determine what advice they could give
clients.

Accordingly, all parties-labor, business, and their law-
yers-implemented Phase I in a cloud of ignorance, not really sure that
they were acting properly or what was expected of them. Such an atmos-
phere, of course, engenders cynicism and disrespect for the law.

Moreover, when Phase I rules were finally issued, they numbered
hundreds of pages.15 They were incomplete, with numerous cross refer-
ences to presidential and administration statements and previously is-
sued questions and answers. The rules, although short lived, themselves
verged on the chaotic.

Thus, an unprepared public was presented with a law in an unpre-
pared state. There is no question but that this frequently resulted in
disregard of the law.

25. See 11 CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 8005 et. seq. (1972).
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THE COMPLEXITY

Phase II of the wage and price control program was an immensely
complex law. Business firms were divided into three categories depend-
ing on sales or revenues, resulting in different rules and reporting re-
quirements being applicable to various businesses. Exceptions to the
general guidelines piled up, one more confusing than the other. The
following are examples of some of the full or partial exemptions and
exceptions to the law's guidelines:26

I. Exemptions for employers with sixty or fewer employees;
2. Special rules for wage increases granted from November 14, 1971

to January 31, 1972, as well as for deferred wage increases agreed to
before, but to take effect after, August 15, 1971;

3. Exceptions for "low wage employees";
4. Exceptions for "tandem relationships";
5. Exceptions for "essential employees";
6. Exceptions for "catch-up increases";
7. Exceptions for "qualified merit plans";
8. Exceptions for governmental wage determinations;
9. Exceptions for "intra-unit inequities";
10. Exceptions on a "case by case" determination;
11. Exceptions for qualified benefit plans.
So many exceptions in themselves make understanding the law diffi-

cult. But to make matters worse, the exceptions are likewise complex,
each having, in most cases, a whole set of definitions or rules to deter-
mine how the exception works. There are literally exceptions to the
exceptions. Intricate rules are set forth to determine whether the excep-
tions are applicable.

Moreover, reading Phase II regulations is a mind-boggling exercise.
While it would serve no purpose to quote sections thereof, some refer-
ences may be helpful. Thus, for example, studying the exception for
"low wage employees" can set one's brain spinning.27 As another exam-
ple, computation rules for determining what increases could be granted
under the controls, something which was at the very heart of the law,
runs over 25 pages under Phase II regulations.28

Adding to the complexity of the law were the forms to be used and

26. For exceptions to the control guidelines, see generally 6 C.F.R. 201.11 for "Coverage,
Exemptions, and Classification of Economic Units." No attempt is here made to discuss the
substance of the exceptions, just as the substance of the law itself is not herein discussed.

27. See 6 C.F.R. 201.19 (1972), 1 CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 3735 (1972).
28. See I CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 3796 et seq. (1972).
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filled out thereunder. Even a quick glance at the "PB-III"29 form that
was required to be filled out by certain firms under Phase II will con-
vince one of the intricacies of the law. This form, which was an "Appli-
cation for General Wage, Salary, and Benefit Adjustments," was gener-
ally used, even when not required, to determine what level of wage and
benefit increases were permitted by law. And it literally takes a sophisti-
cated lawyer and an accountant to figure and fill out the form. Yet this
was the form that guided small, as well as large, firms in determining
the control requirements."

So complex was Phase I and Phase II that Commerce Clearing House
put out a two-volume manual consisting of thousands of pages3' dealing
therewith, and the regulations interpreting the controls run hundreds of
pages.

The complexities of Phase II did not lend it to adherence to the law.
When one is confronted with a law so intricate and complex that it defies
understanding absent highly sophisticated advice, there is a definite
tendency, whether intentional or not, to either ignore or give lip service
thereto. Especially for small businesses and unions, the question arises
as to how they can be expected to understand and abide by such a law.

THE CONFUSION

The chaos out of which Phase I was born and the complexity with
which Phase II was burdened inevitably led to a great deal of confusion
in effectuating the guidelines. Parties engaged in collective bargaining
negotiations frequently did not know what they could or could not do.
This necessarily led to results not anticipated by the control program.
The following are a few typical-and factual-examples."

Item One

ABC Company is a small steel fabricating firm. Insofar as labor
relations is concerned, it is unsophisticated, exercising no affirmative
labor relations practices between union contract negotiations. Its chief
labor contract negotiator is an outside management consultant. A vet-
eran of labor relations, the consultant operates solely on experience,

29. See such form at I CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 1 3201 (1972).
30. It should be noted that the PB-3 form was finally modified by Form PB-3A, an optional

short-form variation thereof. See I CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS 3202 (1972).
31. CCH ECONOMIC CONTROLS.
32. The following situations are thoroughly accurate and based on actual experience. The

names of the parties involved are not, of course, given.
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meaning, more colloquially, by the seat of his pants. The union repre-
senting ABC's plant employees is generally involved in the steel indus-
try. Its representatives are well aware of the requirements of Phase I
and Phase II. However, the employees involved can't understand the
law. All they knew (or, perhaps, wanted to know) during negotiations
was that they needed a large increase because of inflationary pressures.
The contract between the parties expired November 1, 1971, when the
Phase I wage freeze was in effect. Despite the freeze, on November 1,
1971, the employees went on strike for approximately a 15.0 per cent
increase the first year of the contract.

On November 14, 1971, Phase II came into effect, with a basic 5.5
per cent wage and benefit limit. Still the employees stayed on strike,
demanding the same 15.0 per cent increase. They were oblivious to the
law. On December 1, 1971, the company caved in, settling for a 12.5
per cent increase the first year of the contract. Obviously, the increase
was well above that permitted by law.

The significant factor is that the company did not know it was violat-
ing any law when it granted the increase. Utterly confused by the com-
plexities of the new law, it relied on its consultant for advice. And he,
relying on his experience, simply ignored the law, failing to inform the
company of the requirements thereof. The law, apparently, was too
complex for him, as well as for the company. Rather than attempting
to decipher the new law, he ignored it. Interestingly, the employees, too,
were unaware that they were asking for an increase in violation of the
law. While union representatives were knowledgeable of this fact, they
were unable properly to explain the law to the employees. Thus, as a
result of its complexity, the law was ignored and violated.

Item Two

White Company is an Ohio manufacturer, operating a foundry and
metal working shop. White is a large, relatively sophisticated company,
frequently utilizing labor attorneys and accountants. It is aware of the
Phase II controls. The union representing White's employees is involved
in the company's industry. It has a highly intelligent representative, also
well aware of the control program's requirements.

When the contract between the parties expired August 1, 1972, during
Phase II, White Company was not in good financial condition. It had
been losing sales for two years. It was operating with a low profit
margin, and because of various factors, including labor costs, prospects
were uncertain. Indeed, as of the contract expiration date, many em-
ployees were on layoff.
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During the negotiations the company asked for a low settlement
based on its economic condition. The union objected, correctly alleging
they were entitled to a 6.2 per cent increase under the guidelines, taking
into account various exceptions. The union took the position that since
the law permitted a 6.2 per cent increase, that was the least they were
entitled to, and that was what they were going to get. Throughout the
negotiations, the union did not budge from its position. The employees
were firm, stating that 6.2 per cent was what they were entitled to under
the law. The union and employees couldn't get the 6.2 per cent figure
out of their minds, averring that this was the amount the government
said they were entitled to.

Based on the company's average payroll, the 6.2 per cent asked for
by the union and employees amounted to a 28 cents per hour increase.
Such was certainly a high and inflationary increase. There had been no
recent upswing in employee productivity, and the company's financial
picture didn't warrant such an increase. Under normal circumstances
the company wouldn't have thought of granting the demanded increase
in view of its financial picture, and the union, being basically responsi-
ble, would not have insisted on such. Yet finally the company conceded,
granting the full 6.2 per cent increase permitted by the guidelines and
demanded by the union. The company could not take a strike, and the
employees continued to insist that they were "entitled to" the maximum
wage increase permitted by the guidelines. Neither the company, nor
union, could truly persuade the employees that the control limits were
maximums, not minimums.

Thus, the guidelines became, in effect, a floor rather than a ceiling.
Its effects were precisely opposite of what was intended. It resulted in
employees receiving an inflationary increase exceeding what they other-
wise would have been granted absent the controls.

Item Three

Black Company is a northern Illinois furniture manufacturer. Rela-
tively sophisticated in labor relations, it retains a labor lawyer on a
continuing basis. It has had several good years and prospects look favor-
able. The union representing Black's employees is from a different in-
dustry. A small union, it is not fully aware of applicable laws, including
the controls program. While it sometimes utilizes a good labor lawyer,
it does not call on its attorney for negotiations.

The contract between the parties expired in November, 1972. Phase
II was then in effect. As of November, 1972, Black's employees were
receiving a low wage and benefit package. The shop straight-time wage
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average was approximately $2.45 per hour, well below the area average.
Many employees were, accordingly, receiving under $2.75 per hour, and
would be considered "low-wage" employees under the control guide-
lines. Further, the fringe benefit package omitted any pension plan and
included minimal insurance benefits.

In view of the foregoing, the employees in the plant would ordinarily
have insisted on a substantial wage package. Taking into account the
company's favorable economic position, and the employees' substand-
ard conditions, the union should have been able to negotiate an increase
at least equal to the average 21 cents3 per hour increase then being
negotiated during Phase II, plus some fringes. Indeed, because of the
number of low wage employees, plus the absence of a pension plan and
a low insurance program, the union was legally entitled to negotiate a
contract well in excess of the 5.5 per cent guideline. This is because the
union could have taken advantage of various exceptions to the guide-
lines.

However, the union representatives, being unsophisticated, were to-
tally confused as to the Phase II guidelines. Wholly unaware of the
guideline exceptions, and rules, they mistakenly believed that the maxi-
mum the union could settle for under the controls program was 5.5 per
cent of the employees' straight-time wage average of $2.45 per hour.
They did not know that the 5.5 per cent was to be figured on the
employees' total earnings, including overtime and fringe benefits; nor
did they know increases for employee's earning under $2.75 per hour
were not limited by the 5.5 per cent standard; nor did they know extra
money was permitted for insurance and pension costs. Thus, the union
settled for a 13 cents increase (5.5 per cent of $2.45 per hour), well below
what they could have received. This resulted from the union being un-
able to comprehend a very complex law. Therefore it settled for an
increase well below what it ordinarily would have received, and below
what the guidelines would have permitted.

CONCLUSION

Thus, not only did Phase I and Phase II fail to stop inflation, but, as
the above examples show, the complexities of the law resulted in: the
law being ignored; employees receiving more than they otherwise would
have; and employees receiving less than they otherwise would have and
less than what the program permitted. The above cited situations are in

33. I C.B.N.C. 19:7223 (1972).
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no way atypical. Similar situations occurred time and again, exemplify-
ing the flaws in the controls program.

Accordingly, it is concluded that although the controls may have been
all things to all men, they were not basically successful. This is not to
say that controls as such may not work, and this article is not intended
to be a critique of all wage control programs. However, the chaos, the
complexity, and the confusion of Phase I and Phase II were too great
to overcome and rendered such Phases considerably less effective than
they might otherwise have been.


